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ABOUT
SMAI
At SMAI we endeavour to have the best and 
most complete range of functional strength 
and conditioning equipment; all of which 
have been developed for commercial use in 
a full time gym and backed by our industry 
leading warranty and after sales service.

SMAI functional fitness equipment is a great 
addition to any strength and conditioning 
program and a way in which to keep your 
members motivated and improve client 
retention through the introduction of new 
equipment and routines that will considerably 
improve their core stability, flexibility, cardio, 
agility and speed.

SMAI are an industry leader in the supply of 
functional strength equipment and full box 
setup. We have supplied and setup functional 
spaces for a wide range of fitness spaces 
including: crossfit gyms, F45 studios, Army 
barracks, MMA gyms and more.
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SUPERIOR STEEL
All steel items are manufactured with high gauge steel tube with a minimum 
wall thickness of 5mm as we are well aware the punishment and abuse 
equipment can take in a commercial premise and we know that a significant 
investment into a large item such as a Crossfit Rig should be a lifetime 
investment in terms of structural integrity along with the peace of mind that 
the product will not fail under load whether you are a novice lifter or at the 
Elite level.

BROAD PRODUCT RANGE
SMAI also have such a broad product range so we have several unique parts 
that will allow you to use your X-frame for many other purposes other than 
just straight Squatting, Chinning and benching there are many unique original 
parts which can give you the opportunity to use the rig for Callisthenics, 
Boxing and other uses but not limited to Crossfit style activities.

TESTED
All components have been tested by our in house engineers to determine the 
static loading limit under intense computer simulations to exceed industry 
standards for commercial equipment.

MADE
WELL

COMMERCIAL 
GRADE STEEL: 
MINIMUM 5MM 

THICKNESS

DURABLE 
TEXTURED 

POWDER COAT

LIFETIME 
STRUCTURAL 
WARRANTY
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X-FRAME
SETUPS

Please keep in mind that the system is 
completely modular in design so that it can 
be added onto in 43” and 70” sections as your 
business grows and expands.

To illustrate the versatility of our modular 
rigging system we have the following guide 
which can take you through the additional 
stages and some illustrated examples 
showcasing different layouts for the rig and 
parts which can be used to not only make 
your space unique but also allow you to get 
the maximum out of the rig and the space you 
have.
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SINGLE SQUAT HALF CELL
XF-LF01

X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 2
1157mm (off the wall) 
43" option

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-43inch)

3
1845mm (off the wall) 
70" option

14 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 1(pr) 2600mm (total Height)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001
Suspension 
straps

1

002 Super Bench 1

003
Olympic 
Barbell

1

004
Competition 
Bumper 
plates

8

006 Ab Sling pair 1(pr)

7
Spotting/
Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

1(pr)

• Please note you need a minimum ceiling clearance of 2.65m for installation it is recommended around 
2.9m to 3m clearance to have full functionality overhead for Barbell work and bar muscle ups.

• The Half Cell option requires wall mounting so you must have access to a load bearing Surface in order 
to attach onto the wall

HALF CELL OPTIONS
LOW CEILING CLEARANCE
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DOUBLE SQUAT HALF CELL
XF-LF02
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 4
4224mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-43inch)

6 1157mm (off the wall)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-70inch)

1 2600mm (total height)

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 2(pr)

15 Spotting/Safety Arms (XF-Spotting) 2(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 4

002 Super Bench 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004 Competition Bumper plates 16

006 Ab Sling pair 1(pr)

005 Power Bands 2

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

1(pr)

HALF CELL OPTIONS | LOW CEILING CLEARANCE
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ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 4

002 Super Bench 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004 Competition Bumper plates 16

006 Ab Sling pair 1(pr)

005 Power Bands 2

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

1(pr)

DOUBLE SQUAT HALF CELL VARIATION 1
XF-LF02V1
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 4 Total unit measurement

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-CB-
43inch)

6
4224mm (total width 
-unit only)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-CB-
70inch)

1
1157mm depth (43" 
option)

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 2(pr) 3600mm height

9A Monkey Fly Bridge 1

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004 Competition Bumper plates 16

005 Power Bands 2

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting

(2pr)

LOW CEILING CLEARANCE | HALF CELL OPTIONS
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TRIPLE SQUAT HALF CELL
XF-LF03
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

6
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-43inch)

9
1157mm depth (43" off 
wall)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-70inch)

2 2600mm height

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 3(pr)
70" off wall also avail-
able as option

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 4

002 Super Bench 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004 Competition Bumper plates 16

006 Ab Sling pair 1(pr)

005 Power Bands 2

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting

3(pr)

TRIPLE SQUAT HALF CELL VARIATION
XF-LF04
X-Frame
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

6 7226mm (total width) (Unit only)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-43inch)

9 1157mm depth (43" option)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-70inch)

2 2600mm height

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 3(pr)

5 Hybrid Muscle Arm 6
70" off the wall option also 
available

12A Monkey Pole 43" 3 70" = 1845mm depth off wall

12 Monkey Pole 70" 2

HALF CELL OPTIONS | LOW CEILING CLEARANCE



ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 4

002 Super Bench 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004 Competition Bumper plates 16

006 Ab Sling pair 1(pr)

005 Power Bands 2

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting

3(pr)

TRIPLE SQUAT HALF CELL VARIATION
XF-LF04
X-Frame
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

6 7226mm (total width) (Unit only)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-43inch)

9 1157mm depth (43" option)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-70inch)

2 2600mm height

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 3(pr)

5 Hybrid Muscle Arm 6
70" off the wall option also 
available

12A Monkey Pole 43" 3 70" = 1845mm depth off wall

12 Monkey Pole 70" 2

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 7

003 Olympic Barbell 3

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

24

005 Power Bands 2

006 Ab Slings 2

010 6ft Boxing Bags 2

LOW CEILING CLEARANCE | HALF CELL OPTIONS
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DOUBLE SQUAT HALF CELL 
WITH HIGH OVERPASS 
XF-LF05
X-Frame
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UP-
RIGHT-2.59m)

2 4224mm (total width) (Unit only)

2
Uprights (XF-STD-UP-
RIGHT-12ft)

2 1157mm (off the wall)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-
SINGLE-CB-43inch)

2 2600mm (total height)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-
SINGLE-CB-70inch)

4

4A Utility Crossbeam 70" 3

6
J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-
JET)

2(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 4

002 Super Bench 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

16

006 Ab Sling pair 1(pr)

005 Power Bands 2

7
Spotting/Safety 
Arms (XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

HALF CELL OPTIONS
HIGH CEILING CLEARANCE

• Please note that high options contain 12’ uprights which require a minimum ceiling clearance of 3.6m for 
installation.

• The Half Cell option requires wall mounting so you must have access to a load bearing Surface in order 
to attach onto the wall 

TRIPLE SQUAT HALF CELL WITH HIGH OVERPASS
XF-LF06
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

2
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

2 Uprights 12' (XF-UPRIGHT-12ft) 4 1845mm depth

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-43inch)

3 3600mm height

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-70inch)

6

4A Utility Crossbeam 70" 6

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 3(pr)

15
Spotting/Safety Arms 

(XF-Spotting)
3(pr)
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TRIPLE SQUAT HALF CELL WITH HIGH OVERPASS
XF-LF06
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

2
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

2 Uprights 12' (XF-UPRIGHT-12ft) 4 1845mm depth

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-43inch)

3 3600mm height

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-70inch)

6

4A Utility Crossbeam 70" 6

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 3(pr)

15
Spotting/Safety Arms 

(XF-Spotting)
3(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 3

002 Super Bench 3

003 Olympic Barbell 3

004 Competition Bumper plates 24

005 Power Bands 3

008 Gym rings 4

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

HIGH CEILING CLEARANCE | HALF CELL OPTIONS
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DOUBLE SQUAT FULL CELL
XF-LF07
X-Frame
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UP-
RIGHT-2.59m)

4
1222mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-
SINGLE-CB-43inch)

2
1910mm (total length) 
(Unit only)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-70inch)

2 2600mm (total height)

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 2(pr)

15
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 1

002 Super Bench 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004 Competition Bumper plates 16

006 Ab Sling pair 2(pr)

008 SMAI Lifting Platform 2

008A Plywood Insert 1

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

TOTAL MEASUREMENT 
WITH PLATFORMS 
2500mm width
5910mm depth
2600mm (total height)

FULL CELL OPTIONS
STANDARD CEILING CLEARANCE

• Please note you need a minimum ceiling clearance of 2.65m for installation it is recommended around 
2.9m to 3m clearance to have full functionality overhead for Barbell work and bar muscle ups.

• Full cells are freestanding and require mounting only to the floor
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FOUR SQUAT FULL CELL
XF-LF08
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 8
4224mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-43inch)

4
1910mm Depth (70" 
depth)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-70inch)

6 2600mm height

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 4(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 6

003 Olympic Barbell 4

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

32

005 Power Bands 2

006 Ab Slings 2

002 Super Benches 4

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

STANDARD CEILING CLEARANCE | FULL CELL OPTIONS
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FOUR SQUAT FULL CELL VARIATION 1
XF-LF09
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 8
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

3A
43" Hybrid Utility (XF-Hybrid-Utili-
ty-43inch)

4

4A
70" Hybrid Utility (XF-Hybrid-Utili-
ty-70inch)

2

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-70inch)

4 2600mm height

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 4(pr)

12 Monkey Pole 70" 2

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 6

003 Olympic Barbell 4

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

32

005 Power Bands 2

006 Ab Slings 2

002 Super Benches 4

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

FULL CELL OPTIONS | STANDARD CEILING CLEARANCE
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ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 6

003 Olympic Barbell 4

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

32

005 Power Bands 2

006 Ab Slings 2

002 Super Benches 4

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

SIX SQUAT FULL CELL
XF-LF011
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

12
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-43inch)

6
1910mm depth (70" 
option)

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-70inch)

10 2600mm height

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 6(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 9

003 Olympic Barbell 6

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

48

005 Power Bands 3

006 Ab Slings 4

002 Super Benches 6

7
Spotting/Safety 
Arms (XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

STANDARD CEILING CLEARANCE | FULL CELL OPTIONS
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SIX SQUAT FULL CELL VARAIATION 1
XF-LF012
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 12
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

3A
43" Hybrid Utility (XF-Hybrid-Utili-
ty-43inch)

6

4A
70" Hybrid Utility (XF-Hybrid-Utili-
ty-70inch)

4

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-CB-
70inch)

6 2600mm height

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 6(pr)

12 Monkey Pole 70" 2

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 9

003 Olympic Barbell 6

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

48

005 Power Bands 3

006 Ab Slings 4

002 Super Benches 6

7
Spotting/Safety 
Arms (XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

FULL CELL OPTIONS | STANDARD CEILING CLEARANCE
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POWER RACK PACK
XF-IRON-CAGE

X-Frame Part Number Part code QTY

Uprights 2.3m 6

3A 43" Hybrid Utility (XF-Hybrid-Utility-43inch) 5

3 Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-CB-43inch) 1

Multi Grip Pullup Bar 1

3A 43" Utility Crossbeam 4

16 Utility Peg 8

Band Pegs 4

18 Safety Sling Bridge 1

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 2(pr)

7 Spotting/Safety Arms (XF-Spotting) 1(pr)

008 SMAI Lifting Platform 2

008A Plywood Insert 1

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 9

003 Olympic Barbell 6

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

48

005 Power Bands 3

006 Ab Slings 4

002 Super Benches 6

7
Spotting/Safety 
Arms (XF-Spotting)

2(pr)

STANDARD CEILING CLEARANCE | FULL CELL OPTIONS

This entire package allows the freedom for all 
applications including, squatting, benching, 
Prone pulls, Band work all with the safety 
inside and outside of the rack to ensure that no 
assistance is required even under solo use.

The system comes complete with the platform 
and insert for a safe, noise and impact reducing 
finish suitable for all corporate and commercial 
applications even in an Elite sporting facility.

The prone pull is added for convenience and 
can be removed easily for storage when not 
required. All steel work is done Via CNC/Laser 
for a perfect and precise finish

We recommend Anchoring to the ground if you 
wish to use the system in conjunction with a 
product such as a TRX

SOLD AS A COMPLETE SET PACKAGED IN A CRATE.
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FOUR SQUAT FULL CELL WITH HIGH OVERPASS
XF-LF014
X-Frame
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 4
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

2 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-12ft) 4 1910mm depth

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-43inch)

4 3600mm height

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-
CB-70inch)

4

4A Utility Crossbeam 70" 4

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 4(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 3

002 Super Bench 6

003 Olympic Barbell 6

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

48

006 Gym Rings 8

007 Power Bands 3

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

4(pr)

FULL CELL OPTIONS
HIGH CEILING CLEARANCE

• Please note that high options contain 12’ uprights which require a minimum ceiling clearance of 3.6m for 
installation.

• Full Cells are completely free standing and require fixing to the ground only
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SIX SQUAT FULL CELL WITH HIGH OVERPASS
XF-LF015
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

4
7226mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

2
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
12ft)

8 1910mm depth

3
Single Cross Beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-43inch)

6 3600mm height

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-70inch)

6

4A Utility Crossbeam 70" 8

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 6(pr)

ILLUSTRATED WITH

001 Suspension straps 3

002 Super Bench 6

003 Olympic Barbell 6

004 Competition Bumper plates 48

007 Gym Rings 8

005 Power Bands 3

7
Spotting/Safety Arms 
(XF-Spotting)

6(pr)

HIGH CEILING CLEARANCE | FULL CELL OPTIONS
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FOUR SQUAT TRAINING HUB VARIATION 1
XF-LF016
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1
Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-
2.59m)

10
9134mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

2 Uprights 12' 2
1910mm depth (70" 
option)

3A 43" Utility Crossbeam 4 3600mm height

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SIN-
GLE-CB-70inch)

5

4A 70" Utility Crossbeam 5

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 4(pr)

11 Mammoth Beams 2

12 Monkey Pole 70" 7

ILLUSTRATED WITH

007 Gym Rings 2

003 Olympic Barbell 4

004
Competition 
Bumper plates

32

010 6ft Boxing Bags 4

COMBINED OPTIONS
This is an option for the elite gym that wants to incorporate Crossfit and Spartan style training into the regime.  
There is an allowance for 4 bags, monkey pole system, 4 squat racks for all types of strength training, gymnastic 
rings, elevated section for climbing rope, monkey ladder, TRX suspension trainers.
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FOUR SQUAT TRAINING HUB VARIATION 2
XF-LF017
X-Frame 
Part Number Part code QTY Total unit measurement

1 Uprights (XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m) 8
10584mm (total width) 
(Unit only)

2 uprights 12' 6
1910mm depth (70" 
option)

3A 43" Utility Crossbeam 4 3600mm height

4
Single Cross beam (XF-SINGLE-CB-
70inch)

6

4A 70" Utility Crossbeam 5

6 J Hooks (XF-J-Hooks-JET) 4(pr)

11 Mammoth Beams 2

12 Monkey Pole 70" 9

9A Fly Out 1

5 Muscle Arm 2

ILLUSTRATED WITH

007 Gym Rings 2

003 Olympic Barbell 2

004
Competition Bumper 
plates

16

010 6ft Boxing Bags 4

009 climbing Rope 1

002 Super Bench 2

001 Suspension Straps 2

010A Landing mat 2

COMBINED OPTIONS | FULL CELL OPTIONS



X-FRAME
PARTS

As mentioned the SMAI x-frame system is completely modular in design and can be installed in either wall mounted 
or freestanding configurations or a combination of both depending on your desired location, space available, 
general purpose intended for the product (PT space, Crossfit, functional training) and access to load bearing walls.
The modular system is made up of the parts below all of which can work together on the uprights to build 
essentially any configuration you desire in a similar way to scaffolding or Mechano  details and specifications of 
all items are below for the mechanically minded
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2.6M UPRIGHT (9’)
NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE
2.6m Upright 2600mm 5mm 8mm XF-STD-UPRIGHT-2.59m

3.6M UPRIGHT (12’)

NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH

12’ Upright 3600mm 5mm 8mm
XF-UPRIGHT-
12ft

Textured Black 
Powder coat

12’ upright is broken into 2 parts for shipping purposes and is assembled together using nuts and bolts provid-
ed all bolt heights are compatible with the standard height upright

1

2

UPRIGHTS
The upright is the main part of the Rig which is required for all configurations, the upright beam is laser cut with 34 
x 1” corresponding holes for J-hook, squatting arm, Torsonator, Dipping handle placement and height adjustment. 
All holes are laser cut for a precise finish. On the top of the uprights there are between 20 to 40 x M12 laser cut 
holes for easy crossbeam installation and plenty of options in regards to low and high settings for the crossbeams 
and offsetting crossbeams if desired on corresponding sections of the Rig.
There are two options for the uprights which are the regular 9’ Uprights which are suited for standard buildings 
and will fit under normal standard ceiling heights in commercial premises or the 12’ uprights which take the rig up 
to 3.6m in height allowing you to add gym rings, climbing ropes and other functional equipment and giving you the 
clearance to do exercises such as Ring Muscle ups with the high setting (if you have the ceiling clearance available 
in your gym)
To mount uprights to the floor you will require 3 x M16 Dynabolts or Similar such as concrete screws (not provided)
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43” SINGLE CROSSBEAM
NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH
43” Single 
Crossbeam

1092mm 5mm 8mm
XF-Single-CB-
43inch

Textured Black 
Powder coat

SAMPLE
APPLICATION 43”

3

CROSSBEAMS
There are several choices when it comes to crossbeams depending on your pricing point and desired purpose we 
have a range to suit all applications and create an impressive look to your Rig. All crossbeams are available in 2 
separate lengths as per below:
• 43” (1092mm) this beam length is used to create a squat bay width between 2 uprights and will allow you 
to insert the j-hooks onto the uprights and comfortably rack and Olympic barbell on this width. Alternatively it is 
also functional as a single person Chin up width
• 70” (1780mm) This beam length is generally used to create a larger space between corresponding squat 
rack bays as it gives the freedom and spacing for Olympic bars to be used on the corresponding squat racks (as 
an Olympic bar will protrude past the squat bay by approximately 50cm on either side). Alternatively it is also the 
ideal size to allow 2 adults to chin up at the same time comfortably.
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70” SINGLE CROSSBEAM

NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH

70” Single 
Crossbeam

1780mm 5mm 8mm
XF-Single-
CB-70inch

Textured Black 
Powder coat

SAMPLE
APPLICATION 70”

4

CROSSBEAMS | X-FRAME PARTS
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43” UTILITY CROSSBEAM
NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH

43” Utility 1092mm 5mm 8mm
XF-Hybrid-Utili-
ty-43inch

Textured Black 
Powder coat

SAMPLE
APPLICATION 43”

3A

UTILITY CROSSBEAMS
Generally these are recommended for use on a lower setting to allow you to run monkey bars throughout the 
entirety of the rig.  Alternatively they are used high up on the rig as a bracing system to make the entire structure 
more sturdy and reduce the amount of shake in the rig which is particularly important in PT style applications, 
where there are boxing bags on the rig structure that are not tied down to the floor.
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70” UTILITY CROSSBEAM

NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH

70” Utility 1780mm 5mm 8mm
XF-Hybrid-Utili-
ty-70inch

Textured Black 
Powder coat

SAMPLE
APPLICATION 70”

4A

UTILITY CROSSBEAMS | X-FRAME PARTS
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NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH

70” Utility 1758mm 5mm 8mm
XF-inver-
tor-70inch

Textured Black 
Powder coat

SAMPLE
APPLICATION
INVERTOR BEAM
ATTACHMENT

4B

INVERTOR BEAM ATTACHMENT
This is a piece that used in conjunction with the Utility beam will allow you to add a Chin up bar on the outside of 
the Rig and can either be offset in a higher or lower position than the utility beam on which it is attached. Great 
bar that can accommodate up to 2 people Chinning up easily or be used to anchor your TRX, Rip 60 from the rig.
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HYBRID MUSCLE ARM
This piece has been developed to expand the rig without expanding the footprint on the floor. A single muscle 
arm mounted off the side of the rig will give you more room to hang a set of gym rings, a boxing bag or any other 
implement off the side of your rig. The Unique Hybrid function also allows you to insert a monkey pole between 2 
corresponding muscle arms to create a chin up bar 1m off the side of your rig.  This is very handy for mounting 
implements and expanding the number of people you can have on your rig at one time.

NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH
Hybrid Muscle 
Arm

980mm 5mm 8mm
XF-muscle-hy-
brid

Zinc 

SAMPLE
APPLICATION
HYBRID MUSCLE ARM

5
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NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH

Monkey Pole 1222mm 5mm Na XF-CB-POLE-43
Black Powder 
Coat

Monkey Pole 1910mm 5mm Na XF-CB-POLE-70 Black 

SAMPLE
APPLICATION
70” MONKEY POLE

12A
12

MONKEY POLES
NOTE: These are used in combination with the following items:

• Utility Crossbeams: to create a run of monkey poles
• Hybrid Muscle Arm: to create a chin up bar off the rig

In basic design they are a sturdy pole that can be inserted into two parralell beams and locked into place with a 
hex nut to stop them from spinning and turning when under use.
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SMAI MONKEY FLY BRIDGE
This part allows you to continue your monkey bars from your regular upright through to the 12’ Upright creating a 
challenge as such for your members to practice and improve their Explosive movement and strength. The bridge 
can also be used alone on the outer side of the rig as a ladder of sorts.
IMPORTANT NOTE: please note that adding the Fly Bridge to the outside of your Rig will increase the height to 
3.6m, please ensure you have adequate ceiling clearance before purchasing the item.

NAME TOTAL HEIGHT TUBE THICKNESS PLATE THICKNESS CODE FINISH
SMAI Monkey Fly 
Bridge

1350mm 5mm Na XF-High-Fly
Black Powder 
Coat

SAMPLE
APPLICATION
MONKEY FLY BRIDGE

9
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14
DIPPING HANDLES
XF-DIP-ARMS
Insert them onto the upright to create a 
dip station

15

BARBELL SLEEVE
XF-SLEEVE
Also called a Torsonator by some, a very 
handy functional piece of equipment, 
basically slide your barbell into the
pivoting sleeve and it allows you muti directional functional 
movement very useful in building core strength.

6
J-HOOKS
XF-J-HOOKS-JET
Essential part of the structure; simply 
slide in the 24mm pin and turn to lock 
into place. The uprights have holes up and
own the face of the beam to allow multiple height 
adjustments to suit any user height. Surface area 
of the J-hook is bent from a single piece of steel 
for maximum structural integrity. Sold as a Pair. 
Top surface is lined in nylon to protect your barbells from 
scratching and damage.

7
SQUATTING ARMS
XF-SPOTTING
Essential safety Arm/Spotting Arms are 
very useful in situations which a single 
user wants to push their limits and have
a safety System in place to catch them in the instance 
when they are pushing their physical limits. Sold as a pair 
and the entire top surface is lined in Nylon to protect your 
barbells from damage and scratching on impact.

X-FRAME PARTS | ACCESSORIES
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16

10

ACCESSORIES | X-FRAME PARTS

UTILITY PEG
XF-PEG
Can fit into any hole in the upright and very useful in 
creating additional storage space for plates or anchor 
points for Power bands and other implements and 
attachments.

SLING BRIDGE
XF-SLING-BRIDGE
New addition to our X-frame system and basically turns 
the space between any two squat racks into a power rack. 
The slings are manufatured from high quality industrial 
webbing and attach onto the uprights and the basic 
function is that they provide a safety arm/rail system in 
which the bar can be supported so that you can push your 
physical limits without having to worry about a spotter.

PLEASE NOTE that the Sling bridge is only compatible 
with uprights sold from january 2016

Sling measures around 2m in length so it is only suitable 
to work in conjunction with the 70” crossbeams and 
spacing. Sling has a 2000kg rating.

EXCHANGE HOOK
XF-EXCHANGE-HOOK
Used to fit onto the mammoth beam or the Hybrid Muscle 
Arm to effectively allow you a mounting point for a boxing 
bag or other hanging implement. This is an individual 
part is because the friction from a hanging boxing bag 
over time will cause wear on the hole and rather than 
damaging the beam which is expensive we created this 
piece that can be replaced easily and inexpensively.

18
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CODE NAME MEASUREMENTS FINISH STEEL

XF-Stall-Bars Stall Bars
2713H x 1200W x 
589Dmm

Black textured Pow-
dercoat

5mm tube and 
8mm plate

17

SMAI-FIT STALL BARS
SMAI Stall bars are solidly constructed using 5mm steel thickness to ensure that they are robust enough to 
withstand even the largest person or activity without fail. With the increased popularity of Gymnastics strength 
development and crossfit training the stall bars are a valuable piece of functional strength training equipment 
used for: Hanging, stretching, lifts and can also be used to connect power loops, ropes and other apparatus for 
strength and conditioning. Definitely a great addition to any martial arts, MMA or Crossfit gym.

Unit measures: 2713mm tall, 1200mm width and 589mm off the wall so the footprint is quite minimal and can be 
installed even in a gym with limited space available.
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CODE NAME MEASUREMENTS FINISH STEEL

D29-Hub
Storage Hub 
Solution

1500H x 4850W x 
425Dmm

Black textured Pow-
dercoat

4mm tube

SMAI STORAGE HUB SOLUTION
3 section massive store all solution for your Gym/studio.



BARBELLS
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 OLYMPIC BARS | BARBELLS

PREMIUM BARBELL 20KG - MENS
D540-MEN

SIZE 86 inch / 2184 mm in length

The SMAI 20kg Premium bar with a 1000kg static load 
capacity (zinc coating) with the collars locked into place using 
snap springs to ensure they do not come loose over a lifetime 
of use. It boasts a deep and secure grip when bare, providing 
an excellent choice for bar security and control. When 
chalked, the knurling is highlighted even further, providing an 
uncompromising grip without the aggressive sting of other 
bars out on the market.

PREMIUM BARBELL 15KG - WOMENS
D540-WOMEN

SIZE 80 inch / 2050mm in length

The SMAI 15kg Premium bar is finished in a black zinc oxide 
coating with the collars locked into place using snap springs to 
ensure they do not come loose over a lifetime of use. It boasts 
a deep and secure grip when bare, providing an excellent 
choice for bar security and control. When chalked, the knurling 
is highlighted even further, providing an uncompromising grip 
without the aggressive sting of other bars out on the market.

ECONOMY BARBELL 20KG
D545-86

SIZE 86 inch / 2184 mm in length

The SMAI 20kg Economy barbell is finished in a black zinc 
oxide coating with the collars finished in a bright zinc coating 
and locked into place using snap springs to ensure they do 
not come loose over a lifetime of use. It boasts a deep and 
secure grip when bare, providing an excellent choice for bar 
security and control. When chalked, the knurling is highlighted 
even further, providing an uncompromising grip without the 
aggressive sting of other bars out on the market.
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BARBELLS | OLYMPIC BARS

PREMIUM YOUTH
D540-YOUTH

SIZE 8.5kg  |  73 in length

Youth "Aluma-Lite" Olympic Bar. This youth bar is made from 
Aluminium alloy and can hold up to approx.50kg.

Used Primarily as a training or Technique bar. collars are still 
to IWF tolerances and are held on with Circlips (No screw or 
allen key fixing)

BEARING BARBELL 15KG - WOMENS
D540-80-BEARING

SIZE 28mm shaft thickness  |  80in length

Manufactured from alloy steel giving the bar a maximum 
1500lb rating and great whip, each sleeve has 2 needle 
bearings to ensure a smooth rotation and the entire barbell is 
finished in a hardened chrome finish making it rust resistant.

• The collar is fitted with a unique "nut and pin" locking 
system to keep the sleeve secure without play.

• Grooved sleeves to stop the plates slipping and 
manufactured in a single pce design.

• Has both IWF Olympic and Powerlifting markings on the 
shaft (no centre knurl on female barbell).

• 2 needle bearings per Collar plus 1 Brass bushing for 
even spin and rotation (4 needle bearing total)

BEARING BARBELL 20KG - MENS
D540-86-BEARING

SIZE 28mm shaft thickness  |  86in length

Manufactured from alloy steel giving the bar a maximum 
1500lb rating and great whip, each sleeve has 2 needle 
bearings to ensure a smooth rotation and the entire barbell is 
finished in a hardened chrome finish making it rust resistant.

• The collar is fitted with a unique "nut and pin" locking 
system to keep the sleeve secure without play.

• Grooved sleeves to stop the plates slipping and 
manufactured in a single pce design.

• Has both IWF Olympic and Powerlifting markings on the 
shaft (no centre knurl on female barbell).

• 4 needle bearings per Collar plus 1 Brass bushing for 
even spin and rotation (8 needle bearing total)
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BARBELL - TRAP BAR
D502-TRAP

SIZE 190cm long, 66cm wide
 handles are 18cm tall  |  30kg weight

Solid 50mm thickness and can hold up to approx. 
200kg
Suited for Olympic plates and comes with collars.
With a Chrome finish.

AXLE BARBELL
D540-AXLE

SIZE 152cm  |  11.5kg

For those who compete in strongman you will know 
axle lifts are a staple when it comes to events, 
The SMAI Axle Bar has sleeves measuring 19cm 
long. Constructed of steel, the shaft diameter is 
a massive 48mm, 20mm fatter than a standard 
Olympic bar and is covered in a textured black 
powder coat.

*Weight plates not included

BARS | BARBELLS

SMAI PUMP SET
D600-V2

SMAI pump set consists of a hollow lightweight 
barbell and an assortment of molded plastic plates 
which include:

• 2 x 5kg plates
• 4 x 3kg plates
• 2 x 1.5kg plate
• 1 x pr of easy lock collars

Plates are molded with double grip handles to give 
them multiple applications within the gym: as hand 
weights and training implements beyond pump set 
applications. The underside of the plates are also 
square to stop them from rolling around the gym 
and allow easy setup of HIIT circuits.

*storage options are also available to neatly store 
your sets when not in use.
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BARBELLS | OLYMPIC BARS

10 BARBELL GUN RACK
D545-GUNRACK10

SIZE 90cm high x 20cm off the wall

Each laser cut rack gives allowance for horizontally storing 2 
full sizes Olympic Barbells on each level (10 barbell capacity 
when full). All dynabolts are included for easy installation 
simply space the racks between 1m –to-1.2m apart and mount 
to a load bearing wall using the dyna bolts provided please 
ensure that prior to purchasing this item that you have access 
within your Gym or Studio to a load bearing wall as the rack 
when loaded with 10 male barbells will weigh in excess of 
200kg so It is essential that it be mounted onto a solid wall to 
support the static load required

Laser cut design from plate steel and finished with a Matt 
Black durable powder coated finish.

*Bars not included

6 BARBELL GUN RACK
D545-GUNRACK6

SIZE 81cm high x 14cm off the wall

High quality Barbell rack that will store 6 bars out of the way 
on the wall you can also double them up one above the other 
to increase your barbell storage capacity if needed. Simply 
Space the laser cut pieces between 1m-to-1.2m apart and affix 
it to a structural wall such as Timber beam, Concrete or Bricks 
for your barbell storage.

The SMAI barbell storage is unique in the fact that all of the 
storage Hooks in which you place your barbells are covered 
in a non Abrasive PVC Coating to ensure that your expensive 
Barbells are not scratched or damaged in Storage

*Bars not included.
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BARS | BARBELLS

BARBELL RACK
D502-RACK

SIZE 135cm high x 71cm wide x 120cm depth

SMAI Barbell Rack Commercial Quality
(Can hold upto 10 bars).

holders: 20cm between each bar holder.

*Bars not included.

COMMERCIAL 6 BAR HOLDER
D502-HOLDER-II

Simple in Design and precise in manufacturing making it a 
very cheap and easy way to store your olympic bars in an 
upright position. Simply dynabolt the rack into your desired 
position and slot the bars in for storage.

Finished in a matt Black Powdercoat that matches the SMAI 
X-frame range.

SMAI COMMERCIAL BARBELL SET
CX-BAR-SET

The SMAI Fixed Barbell Set consists of the storage rack and 
1 of each (10kg,12.5kg,15kg, 17.5kg, 20kg, 22.5kg, 25kg, 
30kg, 35kg and 40kg) fixed Urethane Barbell. SMAI urethane 
commercial barbells have a steel core and a straight knurled 
shaft/handle (32mm diameter). The steel core is completely 
sealed in Urethane (a man made synthetic compound far 
superior to Rubber in all aspects and has the following key 
features: completely Odour free, has a high tensile and tear 
strength unlike Rubber, Impact resistant and shock absorbent.
A definite long term investment for the serious Gym far 
superior to standard Rubber fixed Barbells in the market. 5 
year SMAI commercial warranty against manufacturing fault 
or defect.
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BARBELLS | BUMPER PLATES

THE SMAI / APHESIS: COMPETITION BUMPER PLATE

Introducing the collaboration everyone has been waiting for, the SMAI and Aphesis Competition Calibrated Olympic Bumper 
Plate. No expense has been spared to design and manufacture this line of plates. Hands down the most robust, resilient, 
aesthetically appealing set of bumpers on the market.

COLOUR / FINISH:
Each plate comes with raised lettering and is finished with a matte texture coat enabling a secure grip and unique colour 
scheme. No more teal or aqua blues for the 10 Kg plates. A solid, definitive green in true IWF colour schemes.

FIT AND BOUNCE
Each plate will slide onto all IWF and SMAI barbells smoothly and firmly. The collar opening is precisely 50.4mm allowing for 
minimal slop and movement.
With a new intricate rubber recipe and nickel-plated steel disc center, the SMAI / Aphesis competition plates give a 
“deadblow” effect when dropped from overhead. Providing safety to multiple users in a close proximity. No need to worry 
about bars spraying left right and centre.
The protective rubber flanges allow for easy handling and more surface area for the point of impact.

COMPETITION PLATE SPECIFICATIONS:
• Diameter: 450mm (17.72”)
• Collar Opening: 50.4MM+-0.1MM
• Insert Type: IWF Steel Disc, Nickel Plated
• Textured Matte Finish with Raised Lettering
• Protective Rubber Flanges
• Weight Tolerance: +/- 10 grams of claimed weight
• Colour: IWF Standard Colour
• Material: Original Rubber, Chrome Plating Steel

25KG
D58A-25KG
67mm thickness

20KG
D58A-20KG
56mm thickness

15KG
D58A-15KG
44mm thickness

10KG
D58A-10KG
30mm thickness
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OLYMPIC BUMPER PLATE

This plate is not a regular grade bumper plate. It is specifically made for Olympic lifting and in specific CrossFit. Bumper 
plates must be used on a rubber/Plywood lifting platform for warranty purposes.

With over a decade’s worth of experience in Weightlifting, we have tried and tested many bumper plates, from IWF Olympic 
Games Quality to generic bumpers found most often at your local CrossFit Box. We’ve hammered the SMAI Bumper plate 
range for the past 4 years with zero failures and have found that they are quite simply by far the best value for money 
plates on the market when it comes to durability, surface finish, tolerance (weight and fit), design and warranty. With a low 
to medium bounce, no sticky oily residue out of the box, extremely tight weight and design tolerances and a flawless surface 
finish. In a nutshell the SMAI Bumper plate range is humble, efficient and reliable.

SIZE Diameter: 450mm (17.72”)

25KG
D540-25KG
90mm thickness

20KG
D540-20KG
85mm thickness

15KG
D540-15KG
65mm thickness

10KG
D540-10KG
50mm thickness

5KG
D540-5KG
30mm thickness

BUMPER PLATES | BARBELLS
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BARBELLS | BUMPER PLATES

5KG COMPETITION BUMPER
D58A-5KG

Manufactured to the same exact tolerances as our 
Competition Bumper plate range and designed 
for durability in technique training and dropping 
applications.
12 Hex Bolts hold together the main structure and 
offer incredible support on the sides in order to 
absorb impact without distortion of the plate

SPECIFICATIONS
• Plate thickness: 31mm
• Collar Opening: 50.4mm (1.98”)
• Machined Steel, coated in rubber
• Textured Matte Finish 
• Protective Rubber Flanges
• Weight Tolerance: +/- 10g claimed weight

2.5KG OLYMPIC PLATE
D555-2.5KG

Basic 2.5kg set of fractional weight plates with 
steel inner collar suitable for any Olympic barbell 
(2” in diameter).
Plates are sold as a pair.

SMAI APHESIS FRACTIONAL SET
D551-FRAC
PLATE THICKNESS CHART:
White- 0.5kg  (12mm); Green-1kg:  (14.5mm); Yellow-
1.5kg:  (17.5mm); Blue-2kg:  (19mm); 
Red-2.5kg:  (19mm); White- 5kg:  (25mm)

SPECIFICATIONS
• Collar Opening: 50.4mm (1.98”)
• Machined Steel, coated in rubber
• Textured Matte Finish 
• Protective Rubber Flanges
• Weight Tolerance: +/- 10g claimed weight

SMAI 5KG FRACTIONAL SET
D550-SET-V2

0.25kg, 0.75kg, 0.5kg and 1kg pairs of fractional 
plates machined from Steel to fit any Olympic 
Barbell and exact in weight.
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BUMPER RACKS | BARBELLS

WALL MOUNTED RACK
D540-WALLRACK

SIZE 160H x 15W x 32cm (off wall)  |  17kgs

Safely and conveniently store your weight plates 
directly on the wall. Save on floor space. This unit is 
easily installed by securing to a weight bearing wall 
using dynabolts provided.

*Plates not included

BUMPER PLATE STACKER
XF-PLATE-STACK

Shaft = 90cm in height

SMAI Black bumpers (thickness)

5kg   – 3cm each  |  10kg – 5cm each
15kg – 6.5cm each  |  20kg – 8.5cm each
25kg – 9cm each

TROLLEY RACK
D540-RACK-V2

SIZE 125 x 52 x 90cm

• Free pivoting (lockable) commercial grade 
wheels for easy movement.

• Commercial grade steel frame
• adjustable spacing between the storage 

dividers allowing it to fit both Standard & 
Elite Bumper plates

• Fractional plate storage on the front, also 
suitable for collar storage

• Storage for 2 Olympic Barbells
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ADJUSTABLE SQUAT RACK
XF-ADJ-RACK

SIZE  2.34 (H) x 1.22 (W) x 1.38 (D)

BOX SIZE 235cm x 20cm  x 10cm  |  32kg            
  141cm x 66cm x 16cm  |  52kg

Great portable Squat rack with J-hooks and squatting arms 
included

Squat, bench, pull up, muscle up and much more.

Solid unit with laser cut holes and contructed of 65mm x 
65mm 4mm thick square tube.

SMAI PORTABLE SQUAT RACK S1
XF-PORTABLE

SIZE 73 x 51cm, 50-Inch upright

Solid Base, expandable. Adjustable base for larger footprint 
adding more stability to the structure.

BARBELLS | ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES | BARBELLS

BARBELL - EASY LOCK COLLARS
D502-LOCK

SMAI easy lock collars used for Olympics Barbells. Made from 
durable plastic the easy lock collar will not damage your bar. 
Sold as a pair the collars are lightweight and fast locking.

EVO OLYMPIC BARBELL COLLARS
D540-ALLOY-LOCK

Next generation of Olympic barbell collars manufactured to 
exact tolerances to fit a 50mm barbell collar and hold the 
plates in place without movement. The entire inner section 
is manufactured from moulded rubber (Not Nylon) and the 
outer casing is manufactured from Aluminium in order to 
retain shape over time . Simply slip into place lock the lever 
into place and away you go. Due to the springy feature of the 
Aluminium we recommend that you remove and store the 
collars when not in use as dropping weights on the collars will 
result in permanent damage to the collars as Aluminium is 
quite soft and plyable.

BARBELL - SPRING COLLAR
D502-SPRING

Spring Collar - for Olympic Bar (sold as a pair)
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BARBELLS | ACCESSORIES

BARBELL ATLAS GRIP
D502-GRIP

SIZE 12.5cm x 6cm

Rubber atlas grip sold as a single item. used for extra grip 
when using a barbell. will fit standard and Olympic bars.

BARBELL PAD
D502-PAD

SIZE 45cm Length, 8cm Diameter

More often than not many people complain of bruising, pain 
and an inability to concentrate fully on the task at hand when 
squatting because they are trying to balance the bar in exactly 
right spot on their shoulders, making sure it stays in place 
through the entire range of motion. Now with the SMAI Barbell 
pad you can safely and comfortably perform squats without 
the added hassle of getting sore shoulders in the process.

CONTOURED BARBELL PAD
D502-PAD-V2

The contoured Barbell pad is the next generation in design 
manufactured from flexible TPR injection moulded rubber, 
which simply fits onto the centre of the shaft of any sized 
barbell and contours to the natural shape of your neck and 
shoulders to spread the pressure evenly over your back and 
shoulders with its ergonomic wing design which is not only 
comfortable for the user but also assists with the correct 
positioning of the barbell on the neck and assist with correct 
posture when squatting.
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JERK BLOCKS V2
D502-JERK-V2
The SMAI Jerk Blocks internally braced design will withstand 
any weight you can throw at it (literally!). This gives you the 
ability to perform lifts overhead or from the front rack position 
and drop the weight confidently without consequence.

Manufactured from high quality machined plywood and 
internally reinforced to take impact without fail. The main 
change from the previous model is that due to popular demand 
we have added an additional 15” section to the base of the 
boxes to give the additional height required.

The boxes measure 36” in depth and 20” in width each stack 
contains 5 separate sections which consist of: 

• 2 X 2.25” section 50mm thickness,  
• 2 X 6” section,
• 2 X 12” section,
• 4 x 15” sections
• total combined height: 50.25” (128cm approx.)

All of the individual sections are reinforced inside with a 
minimum 40mm top thickness and all sections are fitted with 
stoppers on both ends.

Surface area of the top of the Jerk Blocks measures approx 91 
x 51cm.

Combined unit weight for a set of Jerk blocks is 190kg

STEEL - ADJUSTABLE JERK BLOCKS
XF-ADJ-JERK

The Pair of steel Jerk blocks ensure a safe lifting experience, 
the top surface is covered in 4mm sheet rubber to ensure 
the lifting surface does not damage your bars and bumpers 
and also reduces the noise level and stops bounce.

the Steel Legs are adjustable in height with 5 height settings 
spaced 2" apart, using an easy selector pin system and the 
overall footprint is very large to provide you with a very 
stable set of Jerk Blocks.

The Lowest selector pin gives you a height of 34" off the 
ground and can be raised to a maximum 42" Off the ground 
making it very easy to work from even with larger people 
getting under the Barbell.

Unit top surface measures 91 x 61cm (36" x 24") with 
adjustable height selection. Dead weight of the product is 
105kg per Pair so very solid in construction.
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WEIGHT BELT - DLX
H-MA-DELUXE

A belt that can provide peace of mind knowing you are doing 
everything you can to become a stronger version of yourself 
and avoid taking a step back. For anyone who has used a 
weight belt previously will know you either love or hate them, 
whichever the case though it’s hard to disregard the value for 
money and convenience of the SMAI Deluxe weight belt. 

SMAI PREMIUM WEIGHTLIFTING BELT
H-MA-SUEDE

The SMAI Premium Weightlifting Belt is like the Ferrari of 
weight belts without the price tag. Made from a quality suede 
material, including a buckle lock-in system making for a 
tighter more secure feel that gives you the confidence when 
making those big lifts! This weight belt is our answer to those 
asking for quality, security and an aesthetically pleasing 
weight belt.

WEIGHT BELT - ECO
H-MA-ECONOMY

Reduce the stress on your lower and the risk of back 
hyperextension by wearing the SMAI weight belt. Constructed 
from Durable Neoprene and can be quickly and easily fitted 
using the Velcro strap. An essential and Inexpensive piece of 
equipment that should be a must for all serious Gym goers

WEIGHT BELT SUEDE - DIPPING
H-MA-DIP-2

We have recently designed this deluxe belt for comfort and 
durability, made from cowhide leather with a suede backing. 
The newly widened belt ensures the load is spread evenly, 
avoiding any unnecessary extra loading to the lower back. 
Lastly the extra padding makes using a dipping belt that much 
more bearable. The extra length in the chain makes it easier to 
add weight and makes it a one size fits all design.

BARBELLS | ACCESSORIES
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FIGURE 8 LOOPS
M196

These loops are made from webbing with a 
neoprene patch lining for added comfort have so 
many features allowing:

• For the user to hold a heavier weight than 
usual for a longer period of time

• Protection for hands and wrists from pain or 
abrasion

• For those that don’t have the full range of 
motion to front squat (strapping to the bar 
used as an extension to the wrists)

GLOVE - FITNESS
M201-FITNESS

Specifically designed  and constructed with a 
double layer syntec leather and foam padded palm 
for comfort and durability. The SMAI fitness glove 
can also be easily washed and machine dried and 
it also features unique quick release finger loops 
to easily remove the gloves from the hand after 
workouts. The SMAI Fitness Glove also features a 
Towelling thumb section and a mesh insert panel 
for added airflow

GLOVE - FITNESS DLX
M199

Fitness Glove - Suede & Lycra Wrap Wrist. Sold as 
a pair.

SMAI CROSS TRAINING GLOVES
M200-RG

• These gloves give full finger and palm 
protection and will protect your hands from 
ripping and tearing without limiting your 
natural range of motion.

• Recommended: if you like a tight fit please 
choose a size lower when ordering

ACCESSORIES | BARBELLS
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PALM GRIPS
M200-PG

The newly designed Palm Grips are bigger and 
better, providing full palm protection and wrist 
support.

KNEE WRAP - CROSS TRAINING
E024-WRAP

SIZE 246cm  x 8cm wide

SMAI PALM SAVERS
M200-GG-V2

• Manufactured from a mix of cotton and lycra, 
an essential tool for anyone that is looking to 
save the skin on the palms of their hands.

• Ergonomic in design so that it can be worn 
without inhibiting the natural movement in 
your hands wiuthout feeling bulky

• Simply cut the finger holes to your desired 
size, insert the fingers and Velcro around the 
wrist for palm protection.

SMAI KNEE SLEEVE
XCF-SLEEVE-V2

SIZE 135cm x 177cm x 82cm x 90cm  |  71kg

• New model of Lifting Knee sleeves from 
SMAI manufactured to provide you with the 
maximum amount of Support, warmth and 
bounce in all powerlifting and weight lifting 
applications.

• Manufactured from high quality 7mm 
Neoprene material with reinforced stitching 
on all out and in seams to ensure longevity.
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SMAI - 5LB CHALK BUCKET (2.27KG)
D475-BUCKET

5lb Bucket of High grade commercial Gym chalk (Magnesium 
Carbonate) Bucket not only stores the chalk in a sealable 
container but it also large enough in size that it will last you in 
a commercial premises for some time. 2.27kg.

SMAI CHALK BOWL V2
D475-BOWL-V2

The best way to store Gym Chalk in a commercial Gym 1m off 
the floor to reduce spillage and keep your Gym chalk off the 
floor where is should be! The footprint is 61 x 61cm so very 
stable on the ground.
With the popularity of Crossfit and free weights training 
chalk has become a part of pretty much all gyms, while it is a 
necessity for training no gym owner likes the mess associated 
with gym chalk and the chalk bowl is the solution in keeping 
the chalk and potential mess contained. Sits over 1m high 
on a sturdy metal base keeping the chalk out of the way and 
contained to not only keep your gym/box presentable but also 
remove the old style chalk buckets off the floor and the mess 
and hazards associated with the buckets aswell.

SPORTS CHALK PACK
D475

The SMAI Sports chalk pack includes 8 small blocks of 
magnesium carbonate chalk per pack to minimise wastage 
and maximise your training! Chalk has always been a 
necessity in the fitness community when it comes to lifting 
heavy and training hard to provide a stronger, sturdier grip 
especially for those of you out there who flat out refuse to 
succumb to gloves or straps.

Whether you’re involved in powerlifting, olympic lifting, using 
power rings, kettle bell training, gymnastics, strongman 
training or general weight training you’ll find chalk extremely 
useful in competing at your best and not letting those sweaty 
palms or your grip strength get in the way of hitting a PB.
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BENCHES | STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

ADJUSTABLE BENCH
XF-SUPERBENCH-V2

SIZE 127 x 56 x 48cm  |  44kg

Commercial grade incline bench allowing you to 
adjust the backrest along with the seat in various 
positions using the simple selector pin mounted on 
the frame. The entire frame is a single piece welded 
together and not connected by nuts and bolts. 
The wheels on the back of the unit make it easily 
portable around your gym or for storage.
Upholstered in Durable Vinyl with a thick plywood 
backing to ensure it will cope under heavy weight. 

SUPER BENCH COMMERCIAL
F-SUPERBENCH

SIZE 140cm x 64cm

• Fully commercial quality
• Large foot-print gives added stability under 

use
• Fully adjustable to give you a range of incline 

options to target a larger muscle group area
• Commercial upholstery

SUPER BENCH ECONOMY
XF-SUPERBENCH

SIZE 145cm x 75cm  |  45kg

Commercial quality SMAI Super bench is a great 
and versatile addition to any gym and can be 
easily moved around using the wheels and handle 
features. It can be adjusted in angles from 85 
degrees virtually upright angle to about a 15 
degree decline with 6 in between adjustments also 
available and 5 front cushion adjustments also 
available.

GHD - GLUTE HAM DEVELOPER
XF-GHD-II

SIZE 135cm x 177cm x 82cm x 90cm  |  71kg

The SMAI GHD is the ultimate piece of equipment 
for accessory movements. Due to the sedentary 
lifestyle that most of the western world leads, it’s 
no surprise there is a trend in glute and hamstring 
underdevelopment.
The linear bearing footplate can adjust up/down 7 
ways and 14 forward/back positions, making this 
unit accommodative for all shapes and sizes.
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SMAI COMPETITION KETTLEBELLS

The SMAI Competition kettlebells are manufactured from steel. The SMAI competition kettlebells are all the exact same 
dimension – only the weight varies. The competition Kettlebells are powder coat finished and coloured to identify the weight.

8KG
SDP-8KG

4KG
SDP-4KG

16KG
SDP-16KG

28KG
SDP-28KG

32KG
SDP-32KG

20KG
SDP-20KG

24KG
SDP-24KG

12KG
SDP-12KG

10KG
SDP-10KG

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING | KETTLEBELLS 
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SMAI XFIT CAST IRON KETTLEBELLS

The SMAI cast iron Kettle bells are cast as a single unit and hand polished to give you an outer surface and handle free of 
edges or casting marks that is smooth to touch and feel.
Handles are suitably wide for double hand usage even on smaller sizes and the branding in terms of the weight denomination 
and colour coding on the handles is for quick and easy reference in differentiating the weight of the kettle bells. Powder 
coated outer surface is very durable and comfortable and will perform well over time and commercial use.

These kettlebells definitely have the upper hand over regular dumbbells with a unique design similar to that of a cannon ball 
with a handle attached, making it an effective tool when developing advanced proprioception by performing exercises like the 
high pull or the two handed kettle bell swings. One way that the kettle bell helps to benefit comes from the speed and power 
required to keep that bell moving which transfers directly to the lift.

4KG
SDF-4KG

12KG
SDF-12KG

28KG
SDF-28KG

10KG
SDF-10KG

24KG
SDF-24KG

8KG
SDF-8KG

20KG
SDF-20KG

40KG
SDF-40KG

6KG
SDF-6KG

16KG
SDF-16KG

32KG
SDF-32KG

KETTLEBELLS | STRENGTH & CONDITIONING
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SMAI DUMBELLS

The SMAI Dumbbells feature a chrome grip and fixed rubber head. The dumbbell is a free weight used for weight 
training. The dumbbell can be used individually or as pairs.
The cast metal heads are encased in a thick and durable rubber coating to prevent chipping, protect your floors, 
and reduce noise within your commercial gym
• Handle is solid steel with an ergonomic design
• Handle is zinc coated for durability and rust prevention
• Heads are welded onto the handle and fixed with an additional locking pin for your safety. Cheaper alternatives 

will not have this locking pin feature.

52.5KG PAIR
SDR-52.5-PR

7KG PAIR
SDR-7-PR

22.5KG PAIR
SDR-22.5-PR

45KG PAIR
SDR-45-PR

30KG PAIR
SDR-15-PR

2KG PAIR
SDR-2-PR

10KG PAIR
SDR-10-PR

37.5KG PAIR
SDR-37.5-PR

57.5KG PAIR
SDR-57.5-PR

5KG PAIR
SDR-5-PR

17.5KG PAIR
SDR-17.5-PR

8KG PAIR
SDR-8-PR

25KG PAIR
SDR-25-PR

47.5KG PAIR
SDR-47.5-PR

32.5KG PAIR
SDR-32.5-PR

3KG PAIR
SDR-3-PR

12.5KG PAIR
SDR-12.5-PR

1KG PAIR
SDR-1-PR

9KG PAIR
SDR-9-PR

27.5KG PAIR
SDR-27.5-PR

50KG PAIR
SDR-50-PR

40KG PAIR
SDR-40-PR

60KG PAIR
SDR-60-PR

6KG PAIR
SDR-6-PR

20KG PAIR
SDR-20-PR

4KG PAIR
SDR-4-PR

15KG PAIR
SDR-15-PR

35KG PAIR
SDR-35-PR

55KG PAIR
SDR-55-PR

DUMBBELL - NEOPRENE (PER KG)
SDN

Ladies neoprene dumbells. Cast iron dumbell covered in neoprene for 
comfort.
Available in 1kg, 2kg, 3kg.

AVAILABLE IN FOLLOWING SIZES:
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210KG DUMBELLS
FIXED PALLET
X-210KG

CONTAINS
4 x 22kg  |  4 x 25kg  |  4 x 27.5kg  |  4 x 30kg

Pre packaged in a crate for bulk sale, the price is 
based on the purchase of the crate without any 
deviation from the quantity enclosed so as to 
minimise handling and bring you the best possible 
price in the market.

630KG DUMBELLS
FIXED PALLET
X-630KG

CONTAINS
6 x 22kg  |  6 x 25kg  |  6 x 27.5kg  |  6 x 30kg

Pre packaged in a crate for bulk sale, the price is 
based on the purchase of the crate without any 
deviation from the quantity enclosed so as to 
minimise handling and bring you the best possible 
price in the market.

720KG DUMBELLS 
FIXED PALLET
X-720KG

CONTAINS
6 x 1kg  |  6 x 2kg  |  6 x 3kg  |  6 x 4kg
6 x 5kg  |  6 x 6kg  |  6 x 7kg  |  6 x 8kg
6 x 9kg  |  6 x 10kg  |  6 x 12.5kg 
6 x 15kg  |  6 x 17.5kg  |  6 x 20kg

Pre packaged in a crate for bulk sale, the price is 
based on the purchase of the crate without any 
deviation from the quantity enclosed so as to 
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COMMERCIAL DUMBBELL RACK
CX-DBRACK

Extra large vertical dumbbell rack - holds 2 x sets of 
dumbbells from 1kg-10kg

SMAI DUMBBELL RACK V1
D292-V1

Traditional Dumbell rack to tidy up your gym or home gym 
without breaking the budget. This dumbbell rack consists of 
3 shelves that will accommodate a set of 1 though to 20kg 
rubber Hex dumbbells (Pairs) neatly off the floor.

Each shelf section measures 105 x 25cm and the total unit size 
is 112cm wide x 50cm depth x 91cm high and unit weight is 
30kg.

Easy to assemble and finished in a black gloss powdercoat for 
durability.

SMAI 3 TIER DUMBBELL RACK
D292-V2

The SMAI Angled Dumbbell rack is a commercial solution for 
storage of Rubber hex dumbbells specially larger sizes neatly 
off your floor.

The 3 shelves measure:
Top = 106 x 30cm  |  Mid = 106 x 34cm,
Bottom = 106 x 39cm (bottom shelf is large enough to accomo-
date 60kg dumbbells)

The unit measures 125cm wide x 107cm deep x 105 high and 
weighs a massive 71kg.
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660KG DUMBBELL RACK PACK
SALE-5

CONTAINS
2 x 3 Layer Dumbell Rack  |  2 x 1kg  |  2 x 2kg 
2 x 3kg  |  2 x 4kg  |  2 x 5kg  |  2 x 6kg 
2 x 7kg  |  2 x 8kg  |  2 x 9kg  |  2 x 10kg
2 x 12.5kg  |  2 x 15kg  |  2 x 17.5kg
2 x 20kg  |  2 x 22.5kg  |  2 x 25kg
2 x 27.5kg  |  2 x 30kg  |  2 x 32.5kg
2 x 35kg  |  2 x 37.5kg

The 3 shelves measure:
Top = 106 x 30cm  |  Mid = 106 x 34cm,
Bottom = 106 x 39cm (bottom shelf is large enough to 
accommodate 60kg dumbbells)
This  unit measures 125cm wide x 107cm deep x 105 high and 
weighs a massive 71kg.

200KG DUMBBELL RACK PACK
SALE-3

CONTAINS
3 Layer Dumbell Rack  |  2 x 1kg  |  2 x 2kg 
2 x 3kg  |  2 x 4kg  |  2 x 5kg  |  2 x 6kg 
2 x 7kg  |  2 x 8kg  |  2 x 9kg  |  2 x 10kg
2 x 12.5kg  |  2 x 15kg  |  2 x 17.5kg

The 3 shelves measure:
Top = 106 x 30cm  |  Mid = 106 x 34cm,
Bottom = 106 x 39cm (bottom shelf is large enough to 
accommodate 60kg dumbbells)
This  unit measures 125cm wide x 107cm deep x 105 high and 
weighs a massive 71kg.

405KG DUMBBELL RACK PACK
SALE-4

CONTAINS
3 Layer Dumbell Rack  |  2 x 12.5kg  |  2 x 15kg
2 x 17.5kg  |  2 x 20kg  |  2 x 22.5kg  |  2 x 25kg
2 x 27.5kg  |  2 x 30kg  |  2 x 32.5kg

The 3 shelves measure:
Top = 106 x 30cm  |  Mid = 106 x 34cm,
Bottom = 106 x 39cm (bottom shelf is large enough to 
accommodate 60kg dumbbells)
This  unit measures 125cm wide x 107cm deep x 105 high and 
weighs a massive 71kg.

 DUMBELL PACKS | STRENGTH & CONDITIONING
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SMAI PREMIUM DUMBBELL SET
CX-DB-SET

This kit consists of a set of 19 pairs of SMAI commercial Urethane dumbbells ranging from a pair of each of the following 
weights: 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20, 22.5, 25, 27.5, 30, 32.5, 35, 37.5, 40, 42.5, 45, 47.5 and 50kg
As well as:

• 2 storage racks to store the dumbbells neatly in any commercial gym or facility.
• Dumbbell racks are fitted with rubber stoppers so the weights will remain in correct position and wont roll around.
• Dumbbells have a steel core and a straight knurled shaft/handle (32mm diameter), the steel core is completely sealed 

in Urethane (a man made synthetic compound far superior to rubber in all aspects and has the following key features: 
completely Odour free, has a high tensile and tear strength unlike rubber, Impact resistant and shock absorbent.

• These dumbbells are maintenance free suitable for all commercial applications and have the weight clearly visible in 
large numerical format for quick identification, the numbers and logo are moulded in Urethane and will not peel off or 
fade.

• 5 year SMAI commrcial warranty against manufacturing fault or defect.

220KG VERTICAL DUMBBELL 
RACK PACK
SALE-6

CONTAINS
Vertical Dumbell Rack  |  4 x 1kg  |  4 x 2kg 
4 x 3kg  |  4 x 4kg  |  4 x 5kg  |  4 x 6kg 
4 x 7kg  |  4 x 8kg  |  4 x 9kg  |  4 x 10kg
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BATTLE ROPE 10M THIN
F35-10M-THIN-V2

SIZE 10m x 38mm diameter
 Approx 10Kg.

Durable Nylon cover, sealed ends. The 
ends are also permanantly sealed onto 
the product with the steel end bap to 
ensure they wont come loose or come 
off the rope.

BATTLE ROPE 15M - V2
F35-15M-V2

SIZE 15m x 50mm diameter  
 Approx 21Kg.

Durable Nylon cover, sealed ends. The 
ends are also permanantly sealed onto 
the product with the steel end bap to 
ensure they wont come loose or come 
off the rope.

BATTLE ROPE 15M THIN
F35-15M-THIN-V2

SIZE 15m x 38mm diameter
 Approx 14Kg.

Durable water proof Nylon Cover to 
protect the condition of your rope. The 
handles are also oversized to allow you 
a larger grip area or modified grips and 
the handles are also fixed into position 
with an additional metal locking clamp 
to ensure that your handles don’t come 
off over time or under heavy use.

CLIMBING ROPE 7M
F30-7M-CLIMB-BLK

SIZE 7m x 38mm diameter

Manufactured from PP (Poly propolyne) 
the advantage of PP material is that it 
has a softer feel, will not rot outdoors, 
and will not drop fibres like the natural 
Sisal material inside your gym. Comes 
preassembled with the hook and eyelet 
for easy connection to the roof, beam, 
rig or sled.
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SMAI CARGO NET
F50-CARGO-V2

Manufactured from high quality poly propolene materials making it suitable for indoor and outdoor applications without the 
risk of deterioration or rotting under the elements. The net is woven together

Measures: 7.5m x 2.2m and comes complete with   industrial carabiner clips to hang the net in your desired position easily 
and quickly

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING | ROPES

BATTLE ROPE - ANCHOR
F35-ANCHOR

Solid metal wall anchor for the Battling rope and 
also useful for other implements that need a solid 
connection point on the wall. Simply pass your 
battling rope through the loop and you are ready to 
go, this item can also be used in association with 
other products like the running harness or power 
band/ speed power loop exercises and drills..

BATTLE ROPE - STORAGE HOOK
F35-RACK

A versatile steel wall based storage rack suitable 
for clean and tidy storage of your battling ropes or 
other items such as Speed Power Loops/bands on 
the wall.
Comes with 4 plugs and fixing screws and suitable 
for fixing to all types of Concrete, Brick or timber 
walls/structures.
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SMAI XTREME CORE BAG

The all new Premium Core Bags have arrived and they are better 
than ever! The new design consists of:

• A pebble filling
• A strong reinforced layer of composite foam
• Handles made from seat belt webbing reinforced with vinyl
• Sand free
• Zipper is enclosed with stitching
• All these attributes help to prevent breaking of the handles, 

uneven weight distribution, zippers busting open and all the 
other mishaps generally associated with dodgy core bags.

Thanks to the unique handle design (one side has handles going 
length ways and one side the handles are going width ways)
the core bag allows you to perform an array of dynamic multi 
plane movements and gives you the option of choosing to use a 
pronated or neutral grip depending on the exercise in question. 
They are also great to teach proper form and technique for 
beginners in;

• Strongman (atlas stones, farmers walk, keg walk)
• CrossFit when using them in WOD’S
• Kettle bell training (swings)

CORE BAGS | STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

10KG
SDX-10KG

20KG
SDX-20KG

15KG
SDX-15KG

25KG
SDX-25KG
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SMAI SLAM BALLS

SMAI Slam balls also referred to as Dead balls are constructed of a heavy duty durable Rubber outer shell and filled to weight 
with Sand. The surface of the ball is Pliable and tacky to ensure easy grasp and grip in picking up, catching and throwing 
drills. Perfect for rebounder use or Wall and floor slams.

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING | SLAM BALLS 

3KG
B297-3KG

6KG
B297-6KG

12KG
B297-12KG

9KG
B297-9KG

15KG
B297-15KG

20KG
B297-20KG
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SLAM BALL MONSTER SET
B297-MONSTER-SET
The Monster Set consists of a 60kg, 70kg and 80kg slam ball for those who want to take the challenge to the next level into 
Strongman Atlas stone style training drills.
All the balls are 14" in diameter and are not sold seperately as they are pre packaged for shipping purposes.

25KG
B297-25KG

30KG
B297-30KG

50KG
B297-50KG

40KG
B297-40KG
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SMAI WALL BALLS

The New SMAI Wall ball has been improved in construction design and built to withstand high impact which occurs during 
repetitive wall target work or partner drills. The SMAI ball is 14” in diameter and correctly weighted for a balanced ball and is 
filled with recycled rubber granules and Polyester fibre. The overall feel and reinforcement of all the seams and joints gives 
you a quality wall ball that will keep its shape and balance over time.

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING | SLAM BALLS 

4KG
B298-4V2

6KG
B298-6V2

9KG
B298-9V2

12KG
B298-12V2
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SMAI MEDICINE BALLS

SMAI Commercial Medicine balls are manufactured with some key charateristics differenciating them from the cheaper 
products in the market. Manufactured with a strong rubber shell for durability, the outer shell is textured in design to 
increase the durability of the ball along with a Dimpled outer surface making the ball slip resistant. Use in conjuction with the 
rebounder for great bounce and core drills.

MEDICINE BALLS | STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

2KG
B290-2KG

3KG
B290-3KG

4KG
B290-4KG

5KG
B290-5KG

7KG
B290-7KG

9KG
B290-9KG

MEDICINE BALL REBOUNDER
B290-REBOUNDER

SIZE 95 x 100 x 90cm

The SMAI medicine ball rebounder is manufactured from a steel frame that 
gives it good stability when in use and has allowance to add weight plates to 
the unit if greater stability is required. The unit is fully adjustable and can go 
from a fully flat position through to a 45 degree angle. the Unit also has a built 
in tray underneath which is ideal for storing balls when not in use and can 
fit 4-to-5 balls depending on sizes as ball diameters vary as they increase in 
weight. The diameter of the mat (rebounder) surface is 91cm.
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MEDICINE BALL RACK
B290-RACK

SIZE 107 x 56 x 147cm.

SMAI commercial Medicine ball rack 
suitable to hold up to 10 balls with very 
little assembly required. 

UPRIGHT WALLBALL 
RACK
B299-WBR

SIZE 85 x 85 x 135cm.

Can hold  wall balls and medicine balls 
in this single unit. With wheels for easy 
movement around the gym even when 
loaded.

SMAI WALL BALL RACK
HHE-RACK

SIZE 230cm Length x 60cm Depth

Get your wall balls and gym balls off the gym floor and onto the wall. 
Simply insert the two 2.3m steel rods at the desired spacing depending on 
the diameter of the items you wish to store. With items such as wall balls 
it is possible to store 6 balls across and 2 layers deep to give you efficient 
storage for up to 12 wall balls.

*Please ensure that you have a structural wall such as solid timber, brick 
or concrete in order to mount the rack onto

MEDICINE BALL RACK 
PACK
B290-RACK-PK

CONTAINS
Medicine Ball Rack  |  2 x 2kg  |  2 x 4kg 
2 x 5kg  |  2 x 7kg  |  2 x 9kg

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING | BALL RACKS 
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SMAI AIRFIT BIKE
XF-AIRFIT

The SMAI Air-Fit is the standard in air bikes. Features include:
• Adjustable seat just like a spin bike and comfortable for long workouts
• Ability to work your upper and lower body just like a rower
• Fan blades that have been placed at specific areas of the wheel so the faster you go the more resistance is applied

Constructed to withstand the massive sessions you’re bound to have on this beast, this Air Bike is made of high tensile steel 
and weighs 53kgs. At a fraction of the cost of our competitors and made with the same quality materials the choice is simple. 
Get yours today, the SMAI Air-Fit!

UPDATED COMPUTER

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

MORE MODES
Manual, Tabata, Endurance and Target, 
simply select the mode, press enter and 
begin the setup process

IMPROVED SCREEN DATA DISPLAY
Total time, total distance, watts, RPM/speed, 
calories, pulse, countdown and break

WORKOUT SUMMARY
Total time, Total distance, Max and average 
RPM, Max/avg Watts, total calories

TARGETS
Set a target time, target distance and target 
calories

HEART RATE RECEIVER
Plug in your device to see heart-rate data on 
screen

AUTO POWER OFF
Computer will shut-down after 5 mins of 
inactivity

RESET
To reset: hold stop button for 3 seconds and 
hit enter.
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SMAI WOD BOX PRO - V2
D9-WOD-V2

Introducing the first of its kind; The SMAI Foam 
3-in-1 Competition Plyo Box! The solution was to 
create a box constructed of foam that was heavy 
enough not to topple over yet soft enough not to 
cause injury. The EVA foam we have chosen is of 
a density of 90 degree hardness weighing in at 
20kgs. With 3 different heights depending on what 
size you sit it on, this is literally 3 boxes in one!. 

SMAI FOAM PLYO BOX 3PK
D9-FOAM-V2

BLUE: 91cm wide x 76cm deep x 60cm high

GREEN: 91cm wide x 76cm deep x 46cm high

RED: 91cm wide x 76cm deep x 30cm high

COMBINED SIZE:  91cm wide x 76cm deep x 136cm 
high

PLYOMETRIC STACK (SET OF 4)
D9-STACK

Plyometric Box Set for jumping drills and depth 
jumping exercises. Sold as a set of 4.
Metal Frame with Rubber Jumping Surface set of 4 
includes:

1 x 77cm high
1 x 62cm high
1 x 46cm high
1 x 31cm high

PLYOMETRIC BOX - COMP
D9-BOX-COMP

SMAI Crosstraining Plain Plywood Box Jump (3 in 1 
model)  |  sold as a flat pack > single unit

The centre of the box is reinforced with a plywood 
bracing on all 4 sides for maximum strength. This 
one box has 3 height options at 20”, 24” and 30” all 
in the single unit

Maximum user weight = 150kg
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SMAI COMPACT SLED
F41-COMPACT

SIZE 61 x 42 x 45cm  |  17kg

Compact in design with a collapsible weight stacker that can 
accommodate up to 250 kg (IWF style 25kg plates used) on the 
stack if required depending on the thickness of your plates. 
The collapsible feature allows it to be stored flat when not in 
use and will require minimal storage space within your Van/
Ute for Pt’s. the bent solid 5mm steel plate design is also 
suitable for use on all surfaces and bent sides allow you to 
easily remove plates from the stacker without pinching fingers 
as it gives you under plate access.
The sled comes with a pulling harness (worn over your 
shoulders and carabineer clips required to get started and 
connect to the sled).

SMAI COMPACT PROWLER SLED
F-SLED-V2

SIZE 790mm long, 740mm wide x 780mm height  |  36kg

The design is manufactured to the most compact size available 
(fits Olympic plates) has pulling handles on the front, pushing 
handles on the back side and anchor points for fitting a 
harness or climbing rope for a variety of different purposes.

The centre weight stack is 360mm high to accommodate as 
much weight as needed and the body is fitted with risers so 
that the weights can be easily removed from the stack.

SMAI TOWER SLED 3.0
F41-3.0

UNIT SIZE 125 x 66 x 17cm (collapsed)
  125 x 66 x 103cm (with handles inserted)

STACK HEIGHT 61cm

UNIT WEIGHT Empty: 40kg

Extremely solid with a unloaded unit weight of 40kg, Skid 
plates are 5mm thick plate steel which will allow use on 
almost all surfaces (although astro-turf, artificial grass or 
outdoor use is recommended). Nylon skids have also been 
added to the base of the sled to offer a superior glide on all 
types of surfaces and protect floors. 
*Not recommended for use on concrete as nylon is only a 
protectant and will quickly degrade on course surfaces such 
as concrete.
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FARMERS WALK II (PAIR)
F51

SIZE Length 1240mm | Shaft height 280mm | Height of the unit 360mm | 19.2 kg each

• Powder coated finish
• Each collar can hold 5 x 10kg SMAI Bumpers

SMAI SLED HARNESS
F41-HARNESS

Full size padded nylon towing harness 
is designed to stay firmly in place  and 
provide comfort and distribute the 
towing force evenly across the chest 
and shoulders. Adjustable waist belt 
and slide loop ensure a snug and 
secure fit on all body sizes.

RESISTOR HARNESS
FSMA-5

Adjustable fitting harness style speed 
resistor with clip closure. packaged in 
carry bag.

PROWLER / SLED V45
F-SLED

SIZE 1165mm L x 940mm W x 
 1145mm H  |  55kg

This unit is commercial grade steel, 
with a huge weight stack allowing you 
to load up extreme weights.
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SLEDGEHAMMERS

With the SMAI Sledge hammer you can now train with intensity, brutality and functionality the old school way! If you’re looking 
for a way to;

• Train your core and upper body (shoulders, arms and back)
• Build some serious muscle
• Strength and power
• Improve your overall fitness the sledge hammer is the way to go

Commonly used in CrossFit, strength training, grip strength and outdoor exercise by hitting into a tyre as hard as you can 
repeatedly, performing woodchops or by utilizing the weighted end as a lever causing the hammer to feel even heavier in 
certain positions.

SLEDGEHAMMERS | STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

10KG
SDH-10KG

20KG
SDH-20KG

5KG
SDH-5KG

15KG
SDH-15KG
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BODY WEIGHT
TRAINING
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BODY WEIGHT
TRAINING

BODY WEIGHT TRAINING

PARALLETTES - LARGE 
F56

SIZE 60cm long x 40cm wide x 
 70cm tall

These light yet durable items made 
from 2mm steel pipe hold up to 
150kgs and stack within each other 
making it easy for storage and those 
on the move.

PARALLETTES - 
SMALL F55-SM

SIZE 54cm long x 36cm wide x 
 31cm tall

The Parallettes are manufactured 
from 38mm tube steel with a rough 
black powdercoat to match the 
SMAI X-frame system. Will support 
150kg capacity and are suitable 
for commercial use and a great 
conditioning tool for Core muscles.

UBOUND TRAMPOLINE 
F55-SM

• Rating is 150kg
• 36 springs
• High Quality Polypropylene 

USA mat
• 40" dia 'side to side'
• 26cm from floor to top of mat

Warranty: against all manufacturing 
faults (Stitching, Welds, parts) for 6 
months under commercial usage. 
Parts are available for replacement 
also such as springs, feet, mats. 

PEG CLIMBING BOARD
XF-PEG-BOARD
SIZE 2.5m long

Manufactured from laminated maple 
board, The board comes complete with a 
pair of 165mm x 38mm timber pegs and 
top and bottom wall mounting brackets.
Recommended: please ensure you 
have access to a load bearing wall 
manufactured from brick/concrete or 
similar prior to installation. 

GYM RINGS - WOODEN
D9-WOODEN

SIZE 2.5m long

• Adjustable Straps
• Max Hanging length=229cm
• Grip Width = 32mm
• sold as a pair. 
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700G
HHR-S700

SIZE 2.7m long

SKIP ROPE -LIGHT WEIGHT
B04-S

SIZE 10m x 38mm diameter
 Approx 10Kg.

Basic PVC Skip rope - Approx 280cm 
long

1000G
HHR-S1000

SIZE 2.7m long  

SKIP ROPE - 15PK
HHR-013

SIZE length incl. handles: 280cm
 Pack of 15

1500G
HHR-S1500

SIZE 2.7m long  

BODY WEIGHT TRAINING | SKIP ROPES

SMAI POWER ROPES

The SMAI Power rope is an evenly weighted rope that is manufactured from heavy rubber tubing and has PVC padded 
handles. Ideal conditioning tool for a hard workout  and the handles spin easily with the ball and socket style construction.
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HYBRID SPEED ROPE
HHR-HYBRID

The SMAI rope has a unique adjustment feature and tool provided within 
the design of the handle so that you can quickly adjust the length of 
your rope. The rope is constructed of high quality steel cable with a PVC 
coating.

SKIP ROPE - CROSSTRAINING DELUXE
HHR-SPEED-DLX

SIZE 2.95m in length
 (between handles)

The SMAI Cross training high speed deluxe skipping rope is constructed 
with unique ball bearing handles allowing for more speed and a smoother 
rotation that come in either black or Purple. The rope itself black in colour 
is also made for optimal performance with a sleek thin design that cuts 
through the air. The rope is adjustable to suit any length required.

SKIP ROPE - CROSSTRAINING
HHR-SPEED

High speed / light weight skip rope with swivel handles.

SKIP ROPES | BODY WEIGHT TRAINING
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BODY WEIGHT TRAINING | SUSPENSION STRAPS

STRENGTH ENDURANCE SYSTEM
HHG-SES

The Strength endurance system is a training unit that helps 
with balance, agility and coordination.  Similar to the SMAI GTS 
- this unit can be anchored to a safety point at the gym or used 
at home with the door anchor.  
The S.E.S has easy to adjust straps with ‘one way’ safety 
buckles. Handle grip can be adjusted to accommodate for hand 
or feet exercises.

GRAVITY TRAINING SYSTEM - GTS
HHG-GTS-II

The SMAI GTS is made from top quality seat belt webbing, is 
adjustable in length to accommodate for any skill level and 
has a specially designed hand/foot loop. Best of all it packs 
up small enough to go with you anywhere and sets up within 
seconds all you need is a stable weight bearing frame to hang 
it from and your good to go!

SMAI PADDED AB SLINGS
Z-HS-SLING

Pair of reinforced ab slings that can be fitted around any 
standard Chin up bar or larger bar with the easy close 
Carabiner clip locking system.
The slings are padded for Comfort and suitable for all body 
shapes and sizes for all your core and ab work.
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BODY WEIGHT TRAINING

AB MAT -  
CROSS TRAINING
HHY-ABMAT

The SMAI Ab mat helps lengthen out 
the spine causing a longer lever and 
slight hyper-extension at the lumbar 
region (lower back) which then requires 
your abdominal region to work harder 
and contract in a way you won’t 
normally be capable of achieving with 
standard sit-ups.

20KG WEIGHT VEST
FBR-20KG

Removable weights.

ANKLE WEIGHTS - 5LB
HHA-005

Top quality neoprene ankle weights 
with Velcro closure. Sold as a 5lb Pair.
Each ankle weight weighs 2.5lb each.

EXERCISE WHEEL
HHY-WHEEL

With the SMAI Exercise wheel you 
will now be able to target your core 
exclusively due to the unique rollout 
movement which requires your 
abdominal region to maintain pelvic 
and spinal stability in order to correctly 
perform the exercise. The SMAI 
Exercise wheel is a simple yet effective 
design made from a moulded plastic 
disc with a steel rod covered in rubber 
grips (for comfort) through the centre.

FOREARM EXERCISER
HHE-004

Single forearm flexi exerciser. Max Size 
84cm.

SMAI CROSS ANCHOR
HHG-ANCHOR

The SMAI Cross Anchor is an anchor 
point that is suited for mounting on the 
wall.
This anchor is made for the SMAI GTS, 
RRT and SES units.
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MOBILITY
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RECOVERY &
MOBILITY

SWISS + BALANCE BALLS | RECOVERY & MOBILITY

COMMERCIAL 65CM GYM BALL
HHE-065S-V2

SMAI Commercial Gym ball / Exercise ball / Swiss ball is the highest 
quality available in the market. Firm cover which is manufactured from 
Latex-free Vinyl can support a maximum user weight of 270kg.
*Stand not included

FITNESS BALL- 75CM
HHE-075S

The SMAI Fitness ball is a must have for those looking to broaden their 
range of variations for exercises like the push up (feet on the ball/hands 
on the ball), core exercises like the crunch or plank hold, wall squats 
or even dumbbell press. It’s also great for mobility work, rehabilitation, 
co-ordination, regaining/developing proprioception and assisting in the 
regression of exercises and best of all it doubles as a great alternative 
for the office chair at work or couch at home! Weighing in at 1.3kgs and 
measuring 75cm this professional anti burst fitness ball has a capacity 
to hold up to 150kgs and with an EZ foot pump allows for easy storage/
portability.

SWISS BALL STAND
F-STAND

Ideal for your Swiss/gym Ball storage by keeping the balls in a fixed 
position during HIIT circuits to stop the ball from running all over your 
studio. Also ideal tool in perfecting agility drills (in which you stand on the 
ball for balance and skill training purposes)

Strong and durable manufactured from a single injection moulded piece 
of PVC/plastic.
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RECOVERY & MOBILITY | SWISS + BALANCE BALLS

SMAI BALANCE AIR DISK
HHY-AIR-DISK

SIZE 33.5cm dia

SMAI HALF BALANCE BALL
XF-BB

SIZE 69cm wide x 25cm height

The SMAI commercial half balance ball is a functional piece of equipment 
for multiple applications such as standing, sitting squatting and bodweight 
supported core strengthening and rehabilition activities.
Significantly improves balance and core stability for all fitness 
applications. Has a solid base with protective feet so that it can be inverted 
for Bosu ball pushups without breaking or flexing too much.

SMAI WOBBLE BOARD
HHY-WOBBLE

SIZE 39cm dia x 9.5cm high 

The SMAI Wobble board, to put it simply is a large flat round disc (39cm in 
diameter) with a small half sphere for a base which causes an unstable 
surface.  After injuring a joint you have the fun task of the recovery 
process which means regaining balance, proprioception, building strength 
and increasing flexibility. Not only that but when recovering from an injury 
your instable joint is susceptible to further injury such as things like 
sprains or tears, without the proper recovery and rehabilitation techniques 
this is a very likely scenario. So thankfully the SMAI Wobble board 
provides a way to speed up that process and isolate those specific areas 
where improvement is a must.
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FOAM ROLLER - FULL
HHY-FOAM

SIZE 100cm x 15cm dia

FOAM ROLLER - HALF
HHY-FOAM-HALF

SIZE 45.5cm x 15cm dia

MASSAGE BALLS & ROLLERS | RECOVERY & MOBILITY

MINI ROLLER BLUE
HHY-MINI

SIZE 30cm | 15cm dia

GRID ROLLER 
HHY-RUMBLE

SIZE 32cm length

The unique textured surface provides 
relief from knotted up muscles and 
allows for blood flow throughout the 
surrounding fascia creating more freely 
moving muscles.

FOAM LOG
HHY-LOG

SIZE Length  - 90cm
 Width  - 15cm
 Height to Top of Curve  - 7cm

TRIGGER POINT
3D ROLLER
HHY-TRIGGER

SIZE 34cm x 14cm dia

This roller is the next level up from the 
original foam roller. Able to reach a 
larger surface area while at the same 
time relieving and targeting those hard 
to reach spots.

20 PACK - FOAM ROLLER HALF
PACK-ROLLER

SIZE 45.5cm x 15cm dia
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MASSAGE BALL HARD 
SPIKE - 7CM
HHY-HARDBALL-7CM

MASSAGE BALL HARD 
SPIKE - 9CM
HHY-HARDBALL-9CM

ICE GEL MASSAGE 
ROLLER
HHY-GELBALL

SIZE 17.9cm | 620g weight

Roller filled with ice activated gel for 
rehab and massage purposes.

RECOVERY & MOBILITY | MASSAGE BALLS & ROLLERS

ICE GEL LACROSSE BALL 
HHY-MB2

SIZE 63mm dia | 120g weight

Filled with Ice Gel with a smooth outer 
surface. Ice gel needs to be activated in 
the freezer.

ICE GEL LACROSSE BALL 
SPIKED
HHY-MB3

SIZE 66mm dia | 120g weight

Filled with the Ice Gel with a spiked 
outer surface. Ice gel needs to be 
activated in the freezer.

ICE GEL MASSAGE BALL 
LARGE
HHY-MB4

SIZE 135mm dia | 1050g weight

Hard dimpled surface ideals for 
massage and muscle relief. Filled with 
Ice Gel which can be activated in the 
freezer in the same way as a Hot/Cold 
pack.
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SMAI PEANUT ROLLER
HHY-PEANUT

SIZE 12cm (diameter on the balls)  
 x 27cm length (large roller)

Manufactured with the highest density 
XPE foam (very hard in touch) and will 
never loose shape.
Spacing between the balls allows for 
effective and easy use for spine and 
posture alignment and myofascial 
massage purposes.

LACROSSE BALL
HHY-LACROSSE

The most common problem areas 
that the lacrosse ball helps target are 
upper traps, piriformis, pec minor, 
ankle, calves, shoulders, chest, lower 
back and neck. Being small in size 
measuring in at 6.5cm this ball will get 
into all the hard to reach spots.

TRIGGER POINT BALL
HHY-TRIGBALL-6CM

The most common problem areas 
that the trigger point ball helps target 
are upper traps, piriformis, pec minor, 
ankle, calves, shoulders, chest, lower 
back and neck. Being small in size 
measuring in at 6cm this ball will get 
into all the hard to reach spots.

GRID ROLLER 
MOBILITY PACK
PACK-GRID

CONTAINS
• 1 x SMAI Grid Roller
• 1 x pair Floss bands
• 2 x pair Muscle Tape (choose colour in drop down)
• 1 x Pair Wrist Wraps
• 1 x Lacrosse Ball

MASSAGE BALLS & ROLLERS | RECOVERY & MOBILITY

5” TEXTURED MASSAGE 
BALL
HHY-MB1

Manufactured from high density EVA 
foam this massage ball is a great 
tool for targeted Muscle relief and 
rehabilitation.
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RECOVERY & MOBILITY | AGILITY & SPEED

KIDS CIRCUIT AGILITY 
PACK
F062-PACK1

CONTAINS
4 x 20" orange cones,
3 x 100cm yellow agility poles,
2 x yellow Loops 49cm dia

AGILITY CONE 20INCH
F062-CONE

Rigid plastic 20” Agility cone that has 
16 holes (4 on each side of the cone 
to fit the Agility Pole and a moulded 
top section to hold the Agility Loop). 
Arrange them to create your own 
pbstacle course.

AGILITY LOOP
F062-LOOP

The Agility Loop can be used as a target 
for small children in drills by mounting 
it ontop of the Agility Cone however it is 
also a useful tool for agility drills.

100CM AGILITY POLE
F062-POLE

PVC pole with Sealed End caps 1m in 
length to be used in associated with the 
20” Agility cone and connect multiple 
cones together in an arrangement as 
desired.

12INCH SOFT CONE
F060-SOFT

Soft Marker cone 12” in Height, Heavy 
in weight so it will not blow over in the 
wind. Manufactured from the highest 
quality Pliable plastic so it will not 
Bruise or Crack when stepped on by 
mistake or cause injury if fell on.

AGILITY CONE 2INCH
F061-SINGLE

These Agility cones are bight and easy 
to see on any surface. Manufactured 
from high quality plyable PVC which 
means they resist damage from direct 
foot stikes without breaking.
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AGILITY & SPEED | RECOVERY & MOBILITY

RUBBER ROLLOUT 
AGILITY LADDER
F066-AL

SIZE 454 x 410 x 0.35cm

Resists bunching up and stays in place 
on all types of indoor surfaces without 
any type of tripping hazard. Made of 
heavy duty non slip recycled rubber it 
can be quickly unrolled to lye flat and 
rolled up again for easy storage.

REACTION BALL
HHY-REACT

SIZE 6.5cm diameter

High quality rubber for a great bounce, 
the reaction ball has 6 individual curved 
surfaces to ensure irregular bounce 
and is an ideal tool in developing fast 
footwork drills and speed and agility 
style excercises.

HURDLE - 6INCH
F069

This item is ideal for indoor/outdoor 
personal trainers due to its lightweight 
PVC construct making it mobile and 
easy to take anywhere you go. A carry 
bag is also available for convenience 
when storing or transporting.

HURDLE - 12INCH
F070

This item is ideal for indoor/outdoor 
personal trainers due to its lightweight 
PVC construct making it mobile and 
easy to take anywhere you go. A carry 
bag is also available for convenience 
when storing or transporting.

HURDLE - 9INCH
F071

This item is ideal for indoor/outdoor 
personal trainers due to its lightweight 
PVC construct making it mobile and 
easy to take anywhere you go. A carry 
bag is also available for convenience 
when storing or transporting.

BALANCE BEAM
F068-BEAM

The EVA is manufactured at a high 
density to give you firm feel under foot 
but at the same time be safe in case 
of accidental trip or falling during drill 
training.
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RECOVERY & MOBILITY | POWER BANDS
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SMAI POWER BANDS

One of our most versatile products, SMAI Power loop/resistance bands can be used in a variety of ways including as a rehab/
mobility tool and in improving form and technique for body weight exercises.

WARNING: Bands should be inspected regularly for any visible wear and tear. When used on an abrasive surface bands can 
deteriorate quickly and snap.

POWER BAND – HARD
HHG-POWER-50LB
41” x 35mm = (approx.) 10kg to 22.7kg

POWER BAND – HEAVY
HHG-POWER-75LB
41” x 45mm = (approx.) 22.7kg to 54.4kg

POWER BAND – LIGHT
HHG-POWER-13MM
41” x 13mm = (approx.) 2.3kg to 15.8kg

POWER BAND – MEDIUM
HHG-POWER-22MM
41” x 22mm = (approx.) 4.5kg to 22.7kg

POWER BAND – HEAVYWEIGHT
HHG-POWER-100LB
41” x 65mm = (approx.) 22.7kg to 68kg

MICRO BAND - EXTRA LIGHT
HHG-PWRMINI-U

SIZE 275mm x 30mm x 1mm

 

MICRO BAND – LIGHT
HHG-PWRMINI-R

SIZE 275mm x 30mm x 1.15mm

MICRO BAND – MEDIUM
HHG-PWRMINI-G

SIZE 275mm x 30mm x 1.3mm

 

POWER BANDS | RECOVERY & MOBILITY
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FLOSS COMPRESSION 
BAND 1.7MM
HHG-FLOSS-BLK

LENGTH  approx. 2.12m
WIDTH  5cm

The SMAI Floss bands are an essential 
tool when working on your mobility. 
These floss bands help improve range 
and assist in restoring joint mechanics. 
Sold as a pair.

KNEE SUPPORT - 
NEOPRENE
EN-KNEE

Neoprene knee support with velcro 
closure.

MUSCLE TAPE - LARGE 
15CM
B013-LARGE

15CM Large Muscle tape with adhesive 
backing. Features are Comfortable 
substrate, Allows for full range of 
motion, Soft and breathable, Provides 
consistent compression, Properly 
avoids cutting circulation, Stable 
stretch and reliable adhesive

FLOSS COMPRESSION 
BAND 1MM
HHG-FLOSS-RED

LENGTH  approx. 2.12m
WIDTH  5cm

The SMAI Floss bands are an essential 
tool when working on your mobility. 
These floss bands help improve range 
and assist in restoring joint mechanics. 
Sold as a pair.

ANKLE SUPPORT - 
NEOPRENE
EN-ANKLE

Slip on neoprene ankle support 
available in small, medium and large.

RECOVERY & MOBILITY

SOFT PLAY RAMP
F068-RAMP

SIZE 179cm L x 120cm W x 41cm H

Filled with a double layer of firm and 
soft foam to minimise the risk of 
any injury in circuit based drills and 
cushion any impact. The outer shell 
is manufactured from "Rip Stop Vinyl" 
which is not only durable but also very 
easy to clean and maintain.
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MUSCLE TAPE - SPORT 
THERAPY
B013-MUSCLE

SIZE 5cm wide x 5m long

Muscle tape with adhesive backing. 
Features are Comfortable substrate, 
Allows for full range of motion, Soft 
and breathable, Provides consistent 
compression, Properly avoids cutting 
circulation, Stable stretch and reliable 
adhesive.

FACE SHIELD - QTY100
B022

Disposable face shield for massage 
table.

RECOVERY & MOBILITY



Browse to your heart’s content, from the comfort 
of your office or home.

Click "catalogue" to be amazed by the equipment 
and accessories on offer.

HOW DO I ORDER MY EQUIPMENT?

1.

Chill, have a smoothie, note the item number and 
buy responsibly.

Contact us and we'lll take you to the finish line.

You pay, we send, you enjoy! 

2.

3.

4.

5.

Email us at info@gymconcepts.com or call us at +27 (0)60 560 2399


